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ratory and aaswer the following
reading assignment. Turn in the
ing of the laboratory period prior
to the performance of the laboratory.
at is a continuous spectru

of light sources produce each

iscrete spectrum?

e of spectrum?

3. The wavelengths produced by a hot gas of helium (a) form a discrete spectrum,
(b) form a line spectru
aracteristic of the electronic structure of
helium, or (dl all of the
4, A diffraction grating has a grating spacing of d = 1500 nm. It is used with light

of wavelength 500 nm. At what angle will the first-order diffraction image be
seen? Show your work.

5. For a given wavelength h a
diffraction grating of spacing d (a) am image is
formed at only one angle, (
east two orders are always seen, (c) the number
sf orders seen can be
A, or (dl there can never
be more than four orders seen.

. The grating used in

s laboratory (a) can only roduce images in the horizontal,
(b) must be rotated in its
it produces the desir horizontal pattern,
al direction, or (d) pr
ces images only to
the left of the slit.
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7. A diffraction grating with d

= 2000 nm is used with a mercury discharge tube. At
what angle will the first-order blue-green wavelength of mercury appear? What
other orders can be seen, and at what angle will they appear? Show your work.

8. The diffraction grating of question 7 is used at a distance L = 50.0 cm from the

slit. What is the distance D from the slit to the first-ordex image for the blue
wavelength of mercury? Show your work.

9. What is the voltage and current of the spectrum-tube power supply?
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Sources of visible light o
Light from sources utilizing
tinuous distribution of wave
discharge in a gas of a si

rent wavelengths or colors.
ts contain essentially a conte light. Light produced by a
aim only a limited number
ristic of the element. There
ight source into its component wavelengths. The technique that will be used in this laboratory employs a
diffraction grating to accorn lish the foIlowing objectives:
1, Demonstration of the difference between a continuous spectrum and a
discrete spectrum
2. Demonstration of the fact that individual elements have spectra that
are characteristic of the element
3. Determination of the average spacing between the lines sf a diffraction grating by assuming the characteristic wavelengths of mercury
are known
4, Determination of the characteristic wavelengths of helium

2. DiEraction grating (600 lineshm replica grating)
3. Spectrum-tu e power supply

ercury and helium discharge tubes
5. Meter stick and slit arrangement
candescent; light bul

THE
When light is separated into its component wavelengths, the resulting array of @ohroduces all the colors of visible
ors is called a "s
is called a "continuous spectrum." It is given this name because there is no distinct
beginning or end to any one color, but rather one color fades continuously into
roduced by heated solid metal filaanother. Generally, such sources of li
ments. For example, an ordinary inc
light bulb with a tungsten filament
produces such a continuou
reke wavelengths of 1
Other light sources pro
screte lines of color
spectrum appears as mos
lengths emitted
sources axe produce
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gas of a single chemical element, and the wavelengths of light emitted are characteristic of the e
spectrum" or a "line speckurn.

fraction grating to produce spectra

uman eye. Starting -Erom short
of colors is violet, blue, green, ye

is satisfied.At some larger an& $, when the pat
acent ruled lines is exactly equal to 2h, then the equation

12

cent rays from
ger called the

general, an image will be fo
cent rulings have a path
r mnmber." Thus, the

The number of
valid only for in
G used in this labomto

1 be made only on

Figure 42.1 Ray diagram for the conditions of the first order diffraction image.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 42.2. The discharge-tube light
source is viewed through the grating as shown. The distance L fiom the grating to
the slit is chosen at a convenient value and then kept fixed. If the source has a number of different wavelengths, the first-order image for each wavelength will occur at
diEerent angles and thus at different distances D from the slit as defmed by Figure
42.2. The angle B corresponding to each wavelength can be determined by measuring D with L fixed and known.

-

Light
Source

.

Figure 42.2 Arrangement of the diffraction grating slit, light source, and optical bench.

If h and n are ass
own in equation 3, en d can be determined. In the
first part of the laboratory, a mercury light source will be used and its wavelengths
given. A series of measurements
ade to accurately determine the value sf
the grating spacing d. In the secon
is value of d for
the grating, the wavelengths of a
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tick should be to t

ieular to the axis
f L in Data Table
2. Use extreme caution with the discharge-tube

sufficient current to snake it potentially leth
while the supply is turned on.
place the mercurybelnind the sjit with
ably be necessary to place blocks or
height of the discharge tube. The
the most intense) must

les. Place the supply

m on the power supply now. Do not accidentally touch the power supply elecner looks through
trodes while making th
slit, the other partner shod
the grating directly a&
narrow portion of

the slit after this a
the images seen.
4. Look throu the gating to the right an
stick there should appear a series of imag
necessary to rotate the pati
images may originall
erne case of 90°, in whi
img until the images are horizontal an

e positioned such that the
he light source relative to
e may severely alter the brightness of
it. Just above the meter
n various color
he horizontal up to the
the vertical. Rotate the p a t e meter stick.

5. In Data Table 1 a
seven wavelengths of ereury that should
elength. They sho
e order of increasing
aent. They are list
in this order with the smallest wavelen@h at the smallest an
images that you see with the wavelenehs giv
seven of the lines. In parti
lines clearly. Looking thro
t are do the right of the optical be
locate the position of a given line
small. pointer (for example, a pencil
is in line with a given image. Id m
meter stick to r
1 a n d the p s i

Table I.
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6. Repeat the process for the images on the left of the optical bench corresponding
to the seven wavelengths. Record (to the nearest 0.1 mm) the position fLof each
image in Data Table 1.
"I nrn off the power su

cool. With the power
replace it with the
ischarge tube aligned
tion of the supply for

maximum brightness as done previous

8. In Data Table 2 are listed ei
Again try to match the image
the same procedure
BL of each image on
in Data Table 2,

wavelen@hs o
should be visible.
at you see with
gths given. Perform
e for mercury, measuring the positions PRand
he left. Record (to the nearest 0.1 mm) the data

9. Place the 15-W light bulb behind the slit and observe the continuous spectrum.
Locate the positions PR and PL of the following parts of the spectrum: (a) the
shortest wavelength visible, (b) the division between blue and green, (c) the division between green and yellow, (d) the division between yellow and orange, (e) the
division between orange and red, and (f) the longest wavelength visible. Record
(to the nearest 0.1 mm) the position of these points in Data Table 3.

L Calculate the distance DRf?om the slit to each image on the right (DR= PR - 50.0)
and calculate the distance DL from the slit to each image on the left

(DL= 50.0 - PL)for the mercury data in Data Table 1.Calculate the average distance @ = [DRf DLl/2) and calculate tan0 = DIL, 0, and sin0 for each image.
Record those values (to four significant figures) in Calculations Table I.
2. Each of the measurements on mercury is an independent measurement for d, the
grating spacing. Using equation 1,calculate the seven values of d frorn the seven
wavelengths and record them (to four significant figures) in Calculations Table 1.

3. Calculate the mean d and the standard error ad for the seven values of d and
record them in Gakulations Table 1.
4. Calculate the values of DR,DL,and for the helium data in Data Table 2 and cal8, and sine for each image. Record those values (to four sigculate tan0 =
nificant figures) in Calculations Table 2.

m~,

5. Using equation I, calculate the wavelengths of helium frorn the values of sin0 in
step 4. Use the value of & determine in the mercury measurements for the grating spacing d. Record the results (to four significant figures) in Calculations
Table 2.
6. From the data in Data Table 3 for the continuous spectrum, determine the wave-

ing to the various

ints in the spectrum that were located. Calalled for in Calculations Table 3.

Section

Hame

Dah

Data Table 1
L=-

I

Violet

1

Yellow

cm

I

1

579.0

1

Calculations Table 1
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I

Helium Wavelengths

PL(cm)

ations Table 2
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I

Data Table 3

Division Orange and Red

Calculations Table 3

Longest Wavelength

SAMPLE CALCU

L Comment on the precision of your measurement of d.

2. The values for the eight wavelengths of helium are 438.8, 447.1,471.3,492.2,
601.5,587.6,667.8,and 706.5 nm. Calculate the percentage emor in your measured values compared to these true values including the sign of the error. Comment on the accuracy of your measurements.

h = 447.1 nrn

% Error =

A = 492.2nm

% Error =

A=581.5nrn

%Error =

587.6nrn

% Error =

A = 667.8 nm

% Error =

A = 706.5nm

% Error =

A

496

=
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3. If all the errors in question 2 are of the same sign it might be evi
ternatic error. Do your data show evidence of a systematic error?

4. If the grating were actually 600 lineslmm, the value of d would be 1667 mm.If you
used that value of d with the values of sine in Calculations Table 2 would the
resulting wavelengths for helium be better or worse than the wavelength values
in that table?

5. Hydrogen has known emission lines of wavelength 656.3 nrn and 434.1 nm. At
what distance D away from the slit woul each of these lines be observed in your
experimental arrangement? Show your work.

6. In the continuous spectrum what Is the range of yellow wavelengths?
range of orange wavelengths? What is the middle of the visible spectrum according to your measured values of the range of the visible spectrum?

